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Abstract. Historically, Huntington’s disease (HD; OMIM #143100) has played an important role in the enormous advances

in human genetics seen over the past four decades. This familial neurodegenerative disorder involves variable onset followed

by consistent worsening of characteristic abnormal movements along with cognitive decline and psychiatric disturbances.

HD was the first autosomal disease for which the genetic defect was assigned to a position on the human chromosomes using

only genetic linkage analysis with common DNA polymorphisms. This discovery set off a multitude of similar studies in other

diseases, while the HD gene, later renamed HTT, and its vicinity in chromosome 4p16.3 then acted as a proving ground for

development of technologies to clone and sequence genes based upon their genomic location, with the growing momentum of

such advances fueling the Human Genome Project. The identification of the HD gene has not yet led to an effective treatment,

but continued human genetic analysis of genotype-phenotype relationships in large HD subject populations, first at the HTT

locus and subsequently genome-wide, has provided insights into pathogenesis that divide the course of the disease into two

sequential, mechanistically distinct components.
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HUNTINGTON’S DISEASE: A SINGLE

CAUSE WITH EXTENSIVE VARIATION

Huntington’s disease (HD) shows dominant inher-

itance with high penetrance, so for HD families

the search for the genetic defect initially enabled

molecular testing based upon linked markers (when

appropriate family members were available) to pre-

dict the probability of inheritance of the disease [1,

2]. When the genetic mutation was ultimately iden-

tified [3], HD was recognized as an early member of

a new group of diseases caused by expanded trinu-

cleotide repeats that at the time included spinal and

bulbar muscular atrophy (OMIM #313200) [4], Frag-

ile X syndrome (OMIM #300624) [5] and myotonic

dystrophy (OMIM #160900) [6] with spinocerebellar

ataxia 1 (OMIM #164400) joining the group shortly

thereafter [7]. The repeat in HTT involved consecu-

tive CAG codons in the coding sequence of a large

protein dubbed huntingtin [3]. Sizing of the HTT

CAG repeat by PCR amplification and comparing

the resulting fragment size with sequenced standards

introduced the capacity to perform predictive molec-

ular testing in any individual, without the need to

involve relatives [3, 8].

Application of the PCR fragment-based genotyp-

ing of CAG repeat size revealed that the repeat length

is remarkably variable from chromosome to chromo-

some and broadly assigned HTT CAG repeat alleles to

a continuum of classes (<27 CAGs), high normal (>26

but <36 CAGs), reduced penetrance of HD (>35 but

Fig. 1. Relationship of age at motor onset with CAG repeat. A. Age at onset of motor signs estimated by raters (Y-axis) is compared to

the size of uninterrupted CAG repeat (X-axis) for subjects with inherited CAG sizes of 40–55 repeats. Each circle represents a HD subject

participating our recent onset modifier GWA study [37]. B. Age at onset of motor signs for the subset of HD subjects who inherited 43 CAGs

(∼15.5% of the total data set) is plotted to show the wide variability in clinical manifestation due to factors other than CAG repeat length.

<40 CAGs) and full penetrance of HD (>39 CAGs)

with potential overlap at the boundaries based upon

data from large surveys of HD subjects and fami-

lies and predictive testing [9–11]. It quickly became

apparent that, at the HD population level, there is

a strong inverse correlation (Fig. 1A) between the

length of the CAG repeat in the disease producing

copy of HTT and the age at diagnostic motor onset

[12–14]. As illustrated using only individuals with 43

CAGs (Fig. 1B), HD age-at-onset varies over a range

of several decades for any given CAG repeat length,

but the average onset age decreases with increasing

CAG length. Therefore, when CAG sizing (regard-

less of the assay method) is used for presymptomatic

testing, it can establish whether an individual will

eventually develop HD but cannot accurately predict

the age at which the disease will appear although pre-

dictive models that attempt to guide such information

are being continually improved [15–18].

Just as there is wide variation in onset age across

the HD population, there is also considerable vari-

ation even within HD families, where individuals

inherit the same disease chromosome from a com-

mon ancestor. A major cause of this variation is the

fact that, unlike most other DNA variations, the CAG

repeat in the disease-producing size ranges is not

stably inherited from generation to generation but

instead changes in size frequently through meiotic

transmission, typically by 1 to a few CAG units [3,

13, 19]. Overall, differences in inherited CAG length,

as measured in DNA from blood, account for most
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(∼60%), but not all, of the wide range of variation in

age-at-onset in the disease [20]. The remaining vari-

ation not explained by the CAG repeat length shows

evidence of some heritability within families, indi-

cating that genetic factors act to shift the onset of

HD from that expected based upon the size of the

individual’s inherited CAG repeat [21, 22].

THE SEARCH FOR GENETIC MODIFIERS

OF HUNTINGTON’S DISEASE

For many years after discovery of the HD defect,

investigators attempted to identify HD modifiers

through genetic analysis of candidate genes selected

based upon their function [23]. Like similar stud-

ies involving genetic susceptibility to a variety of

common diseases, these candidate studies typically

involved too few HD subjects for sufficient statistical

power and so were prone to false positives and failure

to replicate. The potential for unbiased genetic studies

emerged early in this century as a result of two major

advances that introduced the approach of genome-

wide association analysis (GWA): 1) the concerted

effort by the human genetics community to cata-

logue common genetic variants, in the form of single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), across almost all

genomic regions and 2) the capacity to genotype

hundreds of thousands to millions of these SNPs

simultaneously using oligonucleotide array technol-

ogy. For genome-wide application of these tools to

HD with sufficient power to identify modifier genes,

there were three additional requirements: 1) avail-

ability of genomic DNA for genotyping from a large

number of HD subjects; 2) definition of a robust phe-

notype that accounted for the effects of the CAG

repeat size, allowing the search for genetic factors

other than the CAG repeat that influence the HD phe-

notype; and 3) testing of the possibility that such

modifiers represent genetic polymorphisms in or near

HTT that act in cis to modify the effect of the muta-

tion, as any frequent HTT-linked modifier factors

would also need to be accounted for in a genome-wide

search.

The first of the requirements for a highly pow-

ered HD modifier study was met due to the highly

collaborative nature of the HD clinical and research

communities. Initially, a large collection of HD sub-

jects from the long-standing National Institutes of

Health-supported Massachusetts HD “Center without

Walls” originally ascertained for linkage analysis and

positional cloning of the HD defect and its analysis

in post-mortem brain was studied. This resource was

then augmented from the collaborative HD-MAPS

(Modifiers of Age-at-onset in Pairs of Sibs) study

ascertained to search for modifiers by linkage anal-

ysis [24], and from two Huntington Study Group

natural history studies: PREDICT-HD which enrolled

HD subjects prior to disease onset [25] and COHORT

(Cooperative Huntington’s Observational Research

Trial) which enrolled HD subjects at all stages of dis-

ease [26]. The sample size was subsequently further

increased with subjects from the European Hunting-

ton’s Disease Network’s Registry study [27] and more

recently, with a still-growing resource of HD subjects

from the ENROLL-HD platform, which continues to

increase the power of HD genetic studies [28].

The requirement for a robust HD phenotype that

accounts for the effect of the CAG repeat was fulfilled

by a rigorous statistical assessment of the relation-

ship between inherited CAG repeat length and age at

motor onset. This revealed the danger of including

disproportionately influential outliers and resulted in

restricting the analysis to CAG repeat lengths typi-

cally associated with adult-onset (40 to 53–55) and

representation of a sufficient number of subjects for

reliable analysis [20]. These criteria were met by

>90% of HD subjects, allowing the generation of

a standard curve relating CAG repeat size to mean

age-at-onset and thereby providing the expected age-

at-onset for any individual based upon their inherited

CAG repeat length. A comparison of this expected

age-at-onset with the age-at-onset observed for the

individual provided the required phenotype for anal-

ysis of the genetic effects on onset after excluding the

effects of the CAG repeat size (Fig. 2) [29]. Essen-

tially, the expected age-at-onset was subtracted from

the observed age-at-onset to yield the test phenotype,

dubbed ‘residual age-at-onset’, which was either a

positive or negative number of years depending on

whether the subject’s onset was later or earlier than

expected.

With residual age-at-onset defined as a relevant

HD phenotype and the availability of several thou-

sand unrelated HD subjects, it was possible to test

the hypothesis that genetic variations at the HTT locus

other than the CAG repeat size have an influence on

age-at-onset. This was explored by cataloguing com-

mon single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) across

the gene to define haplotypes (i.e., the linear array

of alleles at multiple SNPs along the chromosome,

transmitted together to progeny as a physically linked

set—essentially a digital fingerprint for the HTT

region). It was established that expanded CAG alleles
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Fig. 2. Continuous and dichotomous phenotypes used in GWA analysis. Three steps were taken to identify genetic modifiers in HD: 1)

Phenotyping: For each HD subject, age at onset corrected for inherited CAG repeat length (i.e., residual age at onset) was calculated by

subtracting the age at onset predicted for that individual (based on their CAG length in comparison with a large population of HD subjects)

from the age at onset observed for that individual. 2) Genotyping: Genomic DNA samples were analyzed to determine genetic variations

genome-wide, and subsequently used for genotype imputation using a large reference population in order to increase the number of SNPs

available for analysis. 3) Association analysis: A statistical model was built to explain residual age at onset (continuous phenotype variable)

as a function of a test SNP to judge significance in association between phenotype and genotype (continuous analysis). As a complementary

approach, HD subjects with onset extremely earlier or later than their expected age at onset were identified based on residual age at onset,

and for each test SNP, the allele frequencies were compared between the early and late groups (dichotomous analysis).

that cause HD exist on multiple different haplotypes,

suggesting the historical occurrence of multiple inde-

pendent ancestral HD CAG expansion mutations

contributing to the current population of HD subjects

[30–32]. However, there was no association of any of

the most common haplotypes, accounting for more

than 83% of HD subjects, with differences in age-

at-onset, arguing that the genetic modifying factors

generally act in trans, through genes distant from HTT

[30]. Thus, while HD has been viewed as a prototyp-

ical autosomal dominant genetic disease with respect

to whether an individual transmits the expanded CAG

repeat (or not) to progeny, the timing of disease onset

is actually polygenic, determined by the combined

effects of the CAG repeat and of genetic factors at

other loci.

An initial series of GWA studies sought these other

genetic loci by testing for association of individual

SNPs across the genome with residual age-at-onset

in two different ways (Fig. 2) [29]. First the resid-

ual age-at-onset was treated as a quantitative trait

and, for each individual was compared at each SNP

across the genome to the number of minor alleles

of that SNP (count = 0 for major allele homozy-

gotes, 1 for heterozygotes and 2 for minor allele

homozygotes) on the assumption that the effect of

each minor allele on residual age-at-onset is additive.

Second, the frequency of the minor allele was com-

pared between groups representing the extremes of

age-at-onset (i.e., the 20% of subjects with the most

positive and the 20% with the most negative resid-

ual age-at-onset). Because of the very large multiple

testing burden entailed in assessing so many SNPs

(estimated at 1 million independent tests across the

genome), statistical significance required achieving a

p-value <5 × 10–8. These first GWA studies revealed
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genome-wide significant loci on chromosomes 8 and

15 that influence HD age-at-onset and a suggestive

locus on chromosome 3 that became genome-wide

significant in a follow-up study [29, 33].

A REVEALING TECHNICAL ARTEFACT

The success of the GWA strategy established the

proof-of-principle that age-at-onset of HD can be

altered and presented itself as a potential route to

identifying processes validated directly in humans

as potential targets for disease-modifying treatments.

Since the power to identify significant loci grows

dramatically with increased sample size, additional

GWA studies were initiated using additional subjects

from Registry and Enroll-HD. However, analysis of

this larger sample revealed a technical artefact that

would prove very informative concerning HD patho-

genesis (see below: HD pathogenesis involves two

sequential components).

After the identification of the HTT CAG repeat

in the early 1990s, sequencing of the disease

allele revealed that for most HD chromosomes the

expanded CAG repeat is followed by CAACAG.

Since both CAA and CAG are glutamine codons, the

number of consecutive glutamines in the huntingtin

protein exceeds the number of consecutive CAG

codons in HTT by two units. This huntingtin polyglu-

tamine segment has for more than two decades been

investigated as the cause of the neuronal dysfunc-

tion and death that precipitates the manifestations of

HD. However, the early sequencing studies of HD

chromosomes also revealed rare variants that had a

different sequence, most notably chromosomes that

had only consecutive CAGs with no CAA [34, 35]

and chromosomes in which the consecutive CAGs

were followed by CAACAGCAACAG [36]. As the

GWA sample size was increased, the number of

such atypical HD chromosomes in the dataset grew

and presented a problem for accurate analysis of

residual age-at-onset. The inherited CAG size has

typically been assigned by comparison of the size

of a PCR amplified product from the subject to the

size generated from previously sequenced standards

in which the CAG repeat is known to be followed by

CAACAG. DNA sequencing has shown this method

to be highly accurate for ∼97% of all HD chromo-

somes. However, for the ∼3% of atypical alleles in

which either the CAA is not present or the CAACAG

is duplicated, this process results in assignment of

an incorrect CAG repeat length and consequently,

an incorrect residual age-at-onset. Therefore, for the

most recent GWA studies [37], atypical HD chromo-

somes, identified based upon the distinct haplotypes

on which they are found and the artefactual asso-

ciation signal that they produced, were sequenced

in order to assign the correct CAG size for these

subjects and then calculate their correct residual

age-at-onset.

As noted when these rare polymorphisms were

first reported [34–36], this technical consideration

also has implications important for predictive test-

ing in HD, since genotyping by PCR fragment-sizing

will deliver an incorrect CAG repeat size for a small

minority of individuals. Indeed, in addition to the

two atypical variants described above, there are other

rarer variations that can interrupt the CAG repeat

or alter the sequence immediately downstream [37,

38]. Consequently, when fragment sizing predicts an

allele length near the diagnostic boundaries, there is a

need to perform extra assays to determine the precise

uninterrupted CAG repeat length [39].

While this technical artefact of fragment size-

based genotyping was overcome for GWA analysis,

the alleles that caused it provided a valuable oppor-

tunity to assess whether the timing of HD onset is

due to the size of the CAG repeat or to the size

of the polyglutamine tract in huntingtin. Whereas

huntingtin produced from most HD chromosomes

has 2 more glutamines than consecutive CAGs in

HTT, alleles without the CAA codon produce the

same number of consecutive glutamines as they

have consecutive CAGs and those where the CAG

repeat is followed by CAACAGCAACAG specify 4

more glutamines than their uninterrupted CAG tract.

Comparison of uninterrupted CAG length and polyg-

lutamine length with age-at-onset showed a much

better fit with the former indicating that the timing of

HD onset is determined by the length of uninterrupted

CAGs, not by the length of polyglutamine encoded

by the disease producing allele (Fig. 3). The argument

against a polyglutamine effect is reinforced by exam-

ining any individual uninterrupted CAG repeat length

(exemplified by individuals with 43 CAGs in Fig. 3)

where the alleles with CAACAGCAACAG encode

4 more glutamines than the alleles with no CAA

and yet show considerably later onset, even though

earlier onset would be expected if length-dependent

polyglutamine toxicity were involved. Although age-

at-onset for subjects with these atypical alleles is

well within the range seen for subjects with typical

CAACAG-containing HD chromosomes, remaining

deviation from the standard curve in each case may
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Fig. 3. Age at motor onset correlates best with uninterrupted CAG

repeat length. The data from Figure 1 are replotted noting those

individuals whose CAG size measure from PCR fragment-size

genotyping was corrected after sequencing to account for the loss

of the CAA interruption or duplication of the CAACAG segment in

a small minority of subjects (red and green circles, respectively).

The black line represents the age at onset to CAG length rela-

tionship predicted from all subjects. The dotted red and green

lines respectively represent the age at onset to CAG length rela-

tionship for the rare CAA interruption or CAACAG duplication

subjects based on the inaccurate CAG size from genotyping while

the solid red and green lines show the result after correction of

these CAG sizes by sequencing. The differences between these

solid red and green lines and the black line might reflect subtler

differences in the properties of uninterrupted CAG repeats depend-

ing on their surrounding sequence context or the presence of a

linked modifier locus on these chromosome 4s. Those subjects

with an uninterrupted CAG length of 43 are highlighted to per-

mit comparison of polyQ length, showing by example of filled

circles that CAA loss (red) and CAACAG duplication (green)

subjects differ by 4 Qs, with those possessing the longer 47Q

segment having later onset than those possessing the shorter 43Q

segment. Subjects represented by grey circles at this CAG size all

possess 45Qs.

represent a cis-acting influence of the respective hap-

lotype that merits more investigation. The conclusion

that the timing of HD onset is determined primarily

by uninterrupted CAG repeat length and not by the

polyglutamine segment [37] has also been supported

by studies of individuals and families with CAA loss

alleles [38, 40].

CURRENT GWA FINDINGS

The most recent cumulative age-at-onset GWA

findings derive from ∼9,000 HD subjects classified

by genome-wide SNP analysis as having European

ancestry, with non-Europeans being excluded to

avoid the problem of false association signals due

to differences in the frequencies of some variants in

different populations (Fig. 4) [37].

They have revealed 9 genome-wide significant

loci, with 3 of these showing evidence of multiple dif-

ferent genetic effects, hastening or delaying HD onset

depending on the haplotype at the modifier locus. For

example, with the power of increased sample size, the

locus on chromosome 15q, which revealed a common

onset-delaying modifier effect (haplotype 15AM2)

and a rarer onset-hastening modifier effect (haplotype

15AM1) in the first set of GWA studies [29] revealed

two additional haplotypes (haplotypes 15AM3 and

15AM4) in the recent GWA report [37]. 15AM3 is

associated with hastened onset and, like the 15AM1

effect, is due to a missense change in FAN1 (FANCD2

and FANCI associated nuclease 1) [41]. The 15AM2

effect appears to be mediated by increased expression

of FAN1. As reported recently [41], the 15AM4 hap-

lotype does not capture a single modifier effect, but

rather a combination of the others, so is not indepen-

dent. However, a fourth independent modifier effect,

also onset hastening, has recently been associated

with haplotype 15AM5. New significant loci on chro-

mosomes 5 and 19 both show 3 independent modifier

effects while the remaining loci currently appear each

to involve a single modifier effect [37].

Strikingly, at 6 of the 9 loci, the significant SNPs

are in the vicinity of a gene involved in DNA main-

tenance processes, including FAN1 (FANCD2 and

FANCI associated nuclease 1) encoding a nuclease

involved in interstrand DNA cross-link repair and in

homologous recombination, MLH1 (mutL homolog

1), MSH3 (mutS homolog 3), PMS1 (PMS1 homolog

1), and PMS2 (PMS1 homolog 2) whose products are

known for DNA mismatch repair (MMR) and LIG1

(DNA ligase 1) specifying an ATP-dependent lig-

ase that repairs DNA nicks resulting from damage,

replication, or recombination. Analysis of pathways

revealed MMR to be significant based largely upon

the four MMR genes noted above, while other integral

MMR loci, such as MSH2, did not show significant

signal, suggesting either that these loci do not have the

requisite genetically determined variation in expres-

sion or function to emerge in an HD population-based

GWA study or that the precise mechanism(s) involved
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Fig. 4. Continuous and dichotomous GWA analysis of European-ancestry HD subjects. The levels of significance for each test SNP (circles)

across the genome are mirrored for both continuous phenotype (top portion) and dichotomous phenotype (bottom portion) for ease of

comparison. Numbers in the middle of the plot represent chromosomes, and horizontal lines indicate genome-wide significant p-values. The

loci harboring genes involved in DNA maintenance/repair process are labeled only in the upper panel while those loci harboring genes not

known to be central to these processes are labeled only in the lower panel.

in trinucleotide repeat instability may differ from

canonical DNA repair pathways and requires more

detailed investigation. Notably, the MSH3 locus has

also been implicated as a modifier of phenotype-

worsening in the TRACK-HD study, suggesting that

continued somatic expansion of the CAG repeat after

onset may hasten aspects of symptomatic progression

[42].

Follow-up of the genetic studies of the significant

modifier genes has provided evidence for both coding

sequence alterations and genetic regulation of expres-

sion levels in some of these genes as being responsible

for modifier effects [37, 38, 41, 43, 44]. However,

amidst the wide variation in age-at-onset seen in HD,

even among individuals with the same repeat length,

the effect of the modifiers which is highly signifi-

cant across the entire population is not sufficiently

strong to allow prediction of age-at-onset in any given

individual as illustrated by the plot of residual age-at-

onset for individuals with 0, 1 and 2 tag alleles for the

onset-hastening 5AM1 modifier effect and the onset-

delaying 5AM3 and 15AM2 modifier effects (Fig. 5).

Similarly, while HTT CAG instability occurs in the

germline resulting in changes in CAG length through

intergenerational transmission from generation to

generation, it is not yet clear whether the same mech-

anism is involved as in somatic CAG repeat instability

and is modified by the same genetic factors.

HD PATHOGENESIS INVOLVES TWO

SEQUENTIAL COMPONENTS

The demonstration that the timing of HD onset is

primarily determined by the length of the inherited

CAG repeat but is also influenced by multiple mod-

ifier genes involved in DNA maintenance processes

argues that the modifiers act upon the CAG repeat

itself and supports HD pathogenesis involving two

sequential components.

It has long been known that although HD CAG

repeat lengths associated with adult onset can be reli-

ably measured in blood DNA via the bulk of the PCR

product in the fragment-based genotyping assay, they

do display a low degree of length mosaicism which

increases with CAG repeat size. However, in other

tissues, particularly in brain, this mosaicism can be

more extreme, indicative of somatic instability of

the expanded CAG repeat that favors further expan-

sion [45–47]. Indeed, a higher degree of somatic

HTT CAG expansion in post-mortem human HD
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Fig. 5. Modifier alleles are not predictive of age at onset in any given HD individual. For each of three modifier haplotypes (5AM1 and 5AM3

at MSH3 and 15AM2 at FAN1), a plot is shown relating the residual age at onset of HD subjects who inherited an uninterrupted CAG repeat

length of 43 units, grouped by their genotype at the modifier locus, i.e., the number of copies of the SNP minor allele (0 = homozygous major

allele; 1 = heterozygous; 2 = homozygous minor allele) that tags that particular haplotype (rs701383, rs1650742, and rs8034856, respectively)

[37, 41]. Each HD subject is denoted by a blue circle with the population size (‘N’) for each genotype shown beside the distribution of

residual age at onset values for that genotype. The dashed line is the trend line that reveals the influence of the modifier haplotype on age at

onset, colored red for an onset-hastening effect (5AM1) and green for an onset-delaying effect (5AM3 and 15AM2), detectable and highly

significant at the population level but not predictive of onset age in any given HD individual.

brain has been associated with earlier onset of dis-

ease [48]. Genetic manipulation of many of the

mouse orthologues of the HD modifier genes has

been demonstrated to influence the degree of somatic

instability of trinucleotides in the mouse [49–52] and

recent analysis in humans has revealed that the low

degree of somatic mosaicism of the HTT CAG repeat

in blood DNA of HD subjects is also modified by

genotype at some of these loci [37, 38, 43]. Therefore,

the combination of HD age-at-onset being driven by

a length-dependent property of the expanded CAG

repeat and being modified by genes that influence

somatic instability of that CAG repeat argues that the

timing of HD onset is determined by somatic expan-

sion of the CAG repeat beyond its inherited length.

While the mechanism by which the expanded

CAG repeat causes neuronal dysfunction and ulti-

mate death remains not certain, it is tempting to

imagine that progressively increasing CAG length

would simultaneously result in progressively more

severe dysfunction. However, the genetic data argue

against a model of cumulative damage that is fur-

ther aggravated by somatic CAG expansion. First,

the demonstration that at any given CAG length,

longer polyglutamine lengths are not contributing

to earlier onset indicates that, at least prior to the

emergence of diagnostic motor signs, polyglutamine

damage is not a rate driver [37, 38, 40]. Second, HD

is unusual among human genetic disorders in demon-

strating complete phenotypic dominance with respect

to disease onset [20]. The investigation of many indi-

viduals where both HTT CAG repeat alleles are in

the expanded range and there is no normal allele has

revealed that the effect of the expanded alleles is not

additive; rather, such HD subjects display an age-at-

onset comparable to that expected based upon their

longer CAG repeat, not earlier as would be expected

if both repeats were contributing to ongoing damage.

Together, the above considerations are most com-

patible with HD pathogenesis resulting from two

sequential components (Fig. 6): 1) the inherited

expanded HTT CAG repeat undergoes further expan-

sion somatically toward a critical threshold length

in vulnerable cell types and 2) when the thresh-

old length is reached, a mechanism is triggered that

causes damage, dysfunction and ultimately cell death.

Based purely on computational analysis, Kaplan et al.

proposed more than a decade ago that somatic expan-

sion may explain the rate at which onset occurs in

trinucleotide repeat diseases [53]. Their analysis of
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Fig. 6. HD pathogenesis consists of two sequential components:

somatic CAG expansion that results in cellular damage after a

threshold length is reached. To illustrate the concept of a two com-

ponent model of HD pathogenesis, which likely also applies to at

least some other repeat disorders, hypothetical plots are shown for

somatic expansion in the average target cell for two different start-

ing alleles, uninterrupted CAG repeats of 45 units (orange), in the

fully penetrant size range, and 38 units (blue), in the partially pen-

etrant size range. Depicted are plots in the absence of a modifier

(solid line) and in the presence of a strong onset-delaying mod-

ifier (dashed line), a weak onset-hastening modifier (dash-dotted

line) or a strong onset-hastening modifier (dotted line). Somatic

expansion the CAG repeat causes it to cross a threshold length

(denoted by the dashed purple line) and trigger damaging conse-

quences once in the range shaded as light purple. The CAG repeat

inherited as 45 units crosses the threshold line at an early age that

can be shifted earlier or later by modifiers of somatic CAG expan-

sion while somatic expansion of the 38 CAG repeat crosses the

threshold only late in life, except that in the presence of the strong

onset-delaying modifier, the somatic CAG length in the average

cell never exceeds the critical threshold to trigger damage during

the lifetime of the subject.

onset data from HD and other trinucleotide repeat

disorders led to a computational model that does

not involve continuous damage but postulates the

expanded CAG repeat undergoing somatic expan-

sion with a rapidly increasing propensity for further

expansion as its length increases toward a critical

threshold. This model is compatible with the lack of

an effect of a second expanded HTT CAG allele in

individuals with no normal allele, since it favors the

longer of the two expanded CAG repeats reaching

the critical threshold first and unleashing a damage

mechanism that is not significantly aggravated by the

second sub-threshold allele.

In this two-component view of HD pathogenesis,

the nature of the damage mechanism that results in

toxicity and the threshold CAG length that precipi-

tates it remain uncertain. Compound heterozygosity

for deleterious HTT mutations leads to a severe

neurodevelopmental disorder [54, 55], but simple het-

erozygosity for such variants and even for an HTT

gene bisected by a balanced translocation [56] shows

no evidence of haploinsufficiency, indicating that

loss of 50% of huntingtin levels is compatible with

development to adulthood without evident abnormal

phenotype. On the other hand, HTT is constrained

with respect to heterozygous loss-of-function muta-

tions, since these are less frequent than expected in

the general population indicating that they are subject

at some point to negative selection although there is

no evidence that this purifying selection involves neu-

rological or neurodegenerative manifestations [57].

Consequently, rather than simple loss-of-function,

the HD damage mechanism must involve a dominant

gain-of-function. However, that gain-of-function

might act at any level, DNA, RNA or protein. The

last has been subject to the greatest scrutiny, with-

out mutant huntingtin being identified definitively

as either a driver, a participant, or a bystander with

respect to the toxicity that occurs in human HD sub-

jects [58]. Other potential damage mechanisms have

been proposed at the RNA and even the DNA level

that also merit further exploration [59–64]. Since HD

involves effects on multiple different cell types in

different brain regions, it is also conceivable both

that different threshold CAG repeat lengths must be

reached to trigger a damage mechanism in different

cells and that the mechanisms triggered differ by cell

type and region/developmental stage.

OTHER REPEAT DISORDERS

The general concept of two sequential

components—the somatic expansion rate driver

and a subsequent damage/toxicity driver—likely

also applies to pathogenesis in other trinucleotide

repeat disorders where age-at-onset is inversely cor-

related with the length of expanded repeats in other

genes. Indeed, age-at-onset in the spinocerebellar

ataxias is also influenced by DNA maintenance mod-

ifiers that act in HD, supporting somatic expansion

as a rate driver in these disorders [65]. Further, in

spinocerebellar ataxia 1 (SCA1; OMIM # 164400)

internal CAT (histidine) interruptions in the ATXN1

CAG region on most normal chromosomes are

expected to limit the repeat’s somatic instability,

while disease alleles show either loss of these inter-

ruptions to form a longer uninterrupted CAG repeat

or, more rarely, a segment flanking the interruptions

that provides a sufficiently long uninterrupted CAG
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stretch [66]. In some of these other disorders, such as

SCA1 and spinocerebellar ataxia 2 (SCA2; OMIM #

183090), individuals with two expanded CAG alleles

do not show earlier age-at-onset than individuals

with one expanded allele [67], supporting the view

that somatic expansion to a critical threshold rather

than cumulative damage determines the timing of

onset. Those disorders where subjects with two

expanded alleles do show moderately earlier onset,

such as spinocerebellar ataxia 3 (SCA3; OMIM #

109150) and dentatorubropallidoluysian atrophy

(DRPLA; OMIM # 125370) [67], involve larger

inherited CAG repeats whose propensity for somatic

instability may already be close to the maximum

achievable within their sequence context or whose

size may be close to the critical threshold in that

disorder, making it more likely, given the stochastic

nature of somatic expansion, that the threshold is

reached somewhat sooner in an individual with two

expanded alleles than with only one.

Each of these inherited neurodegenerative dis-

orders shows a distinct clinical presentation,

presumably with the identity of the vulnerable cells

depending on the nature of the mechanism that causes

damage/toxicity and a timing determined by the rate

of somatic expansion of the disease repeat in the par-

ticular target cells and the specific threshold CAG

length needed to trigger the damage/toxicity mech-

anism in those cells. Experiments in the mouse,

complemented by human post-mortem tissue studies,

have indicated that each tissue varies in its inherent

capacity to support somatic expansion, with striatum

being the brain region most prone to increases in CAG

repeat length and cerebellum the least [45–48, 68].

Therefore, the clinical differences between such trin-

ucleotide repeat disorders are most likely to lie in

the threshold repeat length required to trigger dam-

age in vulnerable cells, which may be quite different

from tissue to tissue, and in the particular mechanisms

that cause damage, which again are likely to be dis-

tinct and may vary between tissues, even within the

same disease. For example, CAG repeats in HTT and

ATXN1 show similar profiles of expansion in post-

mortem human disease brains [69], yet the first is

associated with Huntington’s disease and the latter

with SCA1, presumably because the mechanism of

toxicity and the threshold CAG length required to

trigger it in vulnerable cells differ between the two

loci. Indeed, there is strong evidence in the mouse that

cerebellar degeneration in a SCA1 model results from

a gain-of-function at the protein level that requires

interaction of ATXN1 with capicua, but the same

mechanism does not explain the cell loss in brain

stem. Similarly, spinocerebellar ataxia 12 (SCA12;

OMIM #604326) is caused by a CAG repeat in the

5’untranslated region of the PPP2R2B gene that does

not act through polyglutamine but may act at the RNA

level [70]. However, while each repeat disorder may

present different and multiple mechanisms of cellular

damage leading to the characteristic clinical presen-

tation, the DNA maintenance processes that influence

somatic instability in HD are likely to provide targets

for development of therapies that could be applied

broadly across many other repeat disorders to prevent

or delay their clinical onset.

THE GEM EURO 9K WEBSITE

In the GWA studies of age-at-onset, three of

the genome-wide significant loci point to genes

not directly involved in DNA maintenance: RRM2B

(ribonucleotide reductase regulatory TP53 inducible

subunit M2B), TCERG1 (transcription elongation

regulator 1) and CCDC82 (coiled-coil domain con-

taining 82) [37]. These modifiers may act indirectly

on the DNA maintenance processes that influence

somatic expansion, or it is possible that they act on the

damage mechanism or its downstream consequences.

While the GeM-HD Consortium intends to further

expand its GWA sample size and investigate addi-

tional HD phenotypes in order to dig deeper into the

modifiers that affect CAG instability, a major hope

is that the delineation of modifiers that affect other

processes will be revealing concerning the nature of

the damage mechanism(s) that leads to deterioration

and ultimately to death. Moreover, to foster modifier

studies more broadly, we have constructed the GeM

Euro 9K website to make the GWA data (with CAG

sizes determined by sequencing in individuals with

tag SNPs for the CAA loss or CAACAG duplication

variants) available to the HD research community

with functionality that acts as a tool for generat-

ing hypotheses and the opportunity to download the

existing GWA data to test them.

This resource, which can be accessed through

the HDinHD website (https://www.hdinhd.org/), pro-

vides four main capabilities (Fig. 7): 1) generation of

a regional SNP association regional plot, 2) view-

ing of HD modifier GWA data in the UCSC Genome

Browser (using a custom track), 3) download of

summary data, and 4) gene set enrichment analysis.

Functions for the SNP association region plot, USCS

custom track, and summary data download are based
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Fig. 7. GeM-HD Euro 9K website. The opening page of the GeM-HD Euro 9K website, which can be accessed through HDinHD

(https://www.hdinhd.org/), provides links to regional association plots by gene or SNP, to the University of California at Santa Cruz Genome

Browser with a custom track for the GWA data, to a summary data download and to a utility that performs Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

for user-specified custom gene sets.

on SNP association analysis from the most recent

GWA analysis using uninterrupted CAG repeat sizes

determined by sequencing atypical alleles identified

by tag SNPs for the CAA and CAACAGCAACAG

polymorphisms. The gene set enrichment analysis

module uses gene association data converted from

SNP association data.

In the SNP association regional plot function

(Fig. 8), users can obtain a graphical summary of

SNP association results. Users are required to 1) enter

either an official gene symbol (case sensitive) or a

SNP rs ID (dbSNP 151), 2) select a size of region to

view (10–500 KB), and 3) click the “Go” button. If

the user’s input is found within our GWA data, a plot

is generated. Typically, the regional plot shows sig-

nificance levels on the Y-axis (i.e., –log10 (p-value))

and genomic coordinates on the X-axis; each test SNP

in the region is represented by a circle whose size is

proportional to its minor allele frequency. At the bot-

tom of the plot, RefSeq transcripts in the region are

displayed, with genes on the plus and minus strand in

red and blue, respectively. If for a given gene multiple

transcripts exist in the RefSeq database, we combine

all exons for the plot (similar to the “dense” option

in the UCSC genome browser). If the subject of the

search is an individual SNP, information concerning

that SNP is displayed at the top right corner of the

regional plot. The regional plot supports interaction

with users; if a SNP is selected by mouse clicking,

information concerning the selected SNP is in a table

below. The basic association regional plot function

utilizes the original SNP association analysis results

and can be used without any bioinformatics expertise.

However, the regional SNP association plot should

be interpreted carefully since most associated SNPs

represent an indirect association, marking regions

harboring modifier effects. The patterns and range of

linkage disequilibrium vary depending on the region,

posing a challenge in pinpointing the source of the

modifier effect from SNP association analysis results.

Therefore, it is strongly advised that users under-

stand the inherent limitations in interpreting the SNP

association regional plots.

The SNP regional plot function per se also does

not provide any other annotations of SNPs or genes.

However, the SNP regional plot function generates a

link to the UCSC genome browser for the selected

viewing region, so users can utilize all annotations

available in the genome browser. Alternatively, our

GWA data can be viewed with other annotations pro-

vided by the UCSC Genome Browser by clicking

the second icon in the main website page, which

opens the UCSC genome browser with a custom track

showing significance values (i.e., –log10 (p-value))
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Fig. 8. GeM-HD Euro 9K provides regional association plots by gene or SNP. Regional association plots can be generated by entering a

gene symbol (case-sensitive) or SNP rs ID as explained in the text.

of SNPs in our GWA. Users must select the “full”

option in the Custom Tracks to view the HD modi-

fication GWA data and can then avail themselves of

all functionalities of the UCSC Genome Browser.

For users who want to perform analyses that are not

supported by our web site, the third icon in the main

page will lead to a data download page. The entire

SNP summary data that are the basis of SNP regional

plot function and USCS custom track can be down-

loaded. To protect the integrity and ensure responsible

use of the data, registration and agreement to the use

terms are required to download the data. Send an

inquiry email to the website administrator at E-mail:

gem.euro.9k@gmail.com.

Lastly, we developed an analysis module where

users can test enrichment of a custom gene set in our

modifier GWA data (Fig. 9). For this, we converted

SNP association p-values to gene association p-

values; we took the best SNP p-value among variants

that reside within a given gene. Since we observed

significant statistical inflation in gene association p-

values, we adjusted gene association p-values using

a modified Sidak method [71]. In the gene set enrich-

ment analysis module, users can obtain enrichment

statistics and a summary table by 1) putting official

gene symbols in the input panel (5–500 genes, one

gene per line), 2) selecting a number of permutations

(1,000–10,000), and 3) clicking the “3. Start permuta-

tions” button. Our analysis module searches the user’s

input in our gene association data and provides over-

all mapping statistics on the top panel. Gene symbols

not found in our data will be indicated. For 5 to 500

genes, a true enrichment score for the user’s gene

set is calculated and compared to a null distribution

of random gene sets produced by permutation. Also,

returned is a summary table showing 1) number of

genes in the user’s input, 2) number of genes mapped

to our GWA data, 3) number of permutations, 4) true

gene set score of the user’s gene set, and 5) empiri-

cal p-value. Figure 9 shows as an example analysis

of a select set of mismatch repair genes with 1000

permutations.

Although we provided results of pathway analysis

as part of the recent HD modifier GWA publica-

tion [37], we believe that this analysis module can

be quite useful for many investigators who want to

test custom gene sets that are not part of the pub-

licly available pathway collections. Users can obtain
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Fig. 9. GeM-HD Euro 9K performs Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) for user-provided gene sets. GSEA analysis of the GWA

association data can be performed for any custom gene set by entering the genes in the top left box and selecting a number of permutations

using the slider below it. The null distribution will be returned with an indication of the significance of enrichment of the user-defined gene

set noted by a red triangle.

permutation-based enrichment statistics by simply

entering gene symbols into the website. Our host

website infrastructure does not support highly CPU-

intensive calculations, so we limit the maximum

number of permutations to 10,000. We recommend

using a small number of permutations, and then

increasing if necessary. Note also that our gene set

enrichment analysis uses gene p-values based on the

single best SNP on the combined transcripts for a

given gene. If strong association signals span mul-

tiple genes, all of those genes will be represented

by significant p-values. If multiple modifier haplo-

types exist, only the haplotype generating the best

SNP p-value will be used when converting to gene

p-value. When the best SNP in the region is in an

intergenic region, the gene p-value may be under-

estimated. Despite these limitations, we reason that

our gene set enrichment analysis module provides

a useful first step for judging the levels of overall

enrichment of custom gene sets, after which users

can perform more detailed analysis (e.g., performing

different SNP to gene mapping and enrichment anal-

ysis algorithm) by downloading the entire summary

data set.

CONCLUSION

In the investigation of any human disease, the

human subject is the gold standard against which

experimental findings concerning pathogenesis must

be judged. In genetic disease, the human subjects

themselves can inform understanding of both the

mechanism that generates the disorder and point to

potential routes for therapy. For HD, human genetic

analysis has pointed to the uninterrupted HTT CAG

repeat as both the genesis of the disorder and the

driver of its rate of onset, discounting ongoing toxic-

ity until somatic expansion of the CAG repeat reaches

a threshold length that triggers one or more dam-

age mechanisms that drive neuronal dysfunction and

pathology. Genetic and experimental findings point
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to different cells predisposing to different rates of

somatic expansion and the potential for different

thresholds, different drivers of damage and ultimate

toxicity and different phenotypic consequences, both

within HD and across other repeat disorders. The

polygenic contribution influencing the rate of HD

onset identifies DNA maintenance processes as tar-

gets for development of therapeutic interventions to

delay or prevent onset not only of HD but also of

other repeat disorders. While these genetic modi-

fiers are informative concerning disease mechanism

and may have some value for stratification in group

analyses, such as in clinical trials, they are of lim-

ited predictive value for individuals. It is likely

that there is also a polygenic contribution to the

mechanisms that drive damage and toxicity, the first

clues to which may potentially lie in the significant

age-at-onset modifiers not known to be involved in

DNA maintenance processes. Web-based access to

the age-at-onset GWA data with tools to facilitate

visualization and initial gene-set testing may help to

generate additional hypotheses concerning both the

rate driver and damage driver(s) and potential thera-

peutic approaches.
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